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Abstract

This guide lists important updates and features in cost management. Cost management is part of the Red Hat Insights portfolio of services. The Red Hat Insights suite of advanced analytical tools helps you to identify and prioritize impacts on your operations, security, and business.
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The following topics are new in cost management:
CHAPTER 1. CHANGES TO SETTINGS

We made several changes to the UI that affect how to update your cost management settings. Previously, you updated your settings in the Red Hat Hybrid Cloud Console settings page. Now, cost management has its own settings page.

1.1. CONFIGURING COST MANAGEMENT

You can configure cost management from a few different locations on Red Hat Hybrid Cloud Console:

From the Red Hat Hybrid Cloud Console Settings, you can configure the following:

- Adding and editing cloud integrations
- Notifications

From the Identity & Access Management settings, you can configure the following:

- User access
- Authentication policy

From the cost management settings, you can configure the following:

- Enablement, grouping, and filtering of Tags and Labels
- Enablement of AWS cost categories
- Your preferred currency calculation
- Your preferred savings plan or subscription fee calculation for AWS